GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

A. 090 REQUIREMENTS (all) *Note: Exemption rules may apply
   • ENG-0090 Basic Writing Skills 0cr ENGL-0950
   • MA-0090 Basic Algebra 0cr MATH-0860

B. FOUNDATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE - 12 SH
   • COM-1101 Oral Communication 3cr SPCH-1080
   • Written Communication (6SH) ENG-1112 3cr ENGL-1010
   • ENG-3313 3cr ENGL-1020
   • First Year Seminar --waived w/24+ tr cr--

C. APPROACHES TO KNOWLEDGE – 18-20 SH
   • Humanities (6SH)
     *HIST-1110 or 1120 or other from Gen Ed Chart
     • PDE - ENG Lit ENGL-2030-or-Choose Lit from Gen Ed Chart
     • Natural and Physical Sciences (3-4SH)
     • *must have lab *SCIN-1110 or other from Gen Ed Chart
     • Social Science and Behavioral Sciences(6SH)
     • PSY-1101 Intro to Psychology 3cr PSYC-1101
     • SOC-2232 American Family Systems 3cr SOCI-2030
     • Mathematics (3-4SH) MATH-1130-or-*See Gen Ed Chart

D. UNITY & DIVERSITY OF HUMANITY – 12 SH
   • Global Perspectives (6 credits foreign language required)
     3cr foreign language or SIGN-1010
     Must be two consecutive courses of the same language
     3cr SAME foreign language or SIGN-1020
   • 2 of 3 Themes (6 credits from two strands) *See Gen Ed Chart
   • 1. Ethics & Civic Responsibility *See Gen Ed Chart
   • 2. Sustainability
   • 3. Arts and Human Experience

E. GENERAL EDUCATION ELECTIVES (9cr upper division)
   • ENG-3313 ENGL-1020
   • *See Gen Ed Chart
   • *See Gen Ed Chart

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (72 credits)

A. Major I (Pre-Gate One requirements)
   • Group I
     ED-1102 Foundations of Education 3cr EDUC-1010
     ED-2260 Assessment in Education 3
     ELE-1190 Child Development/Cognition I 3cr PSYC-2207
     ELE-2210 Child Development/Cognition II 3cr PSYC-2212
     ELE-2800 Early Childhood Integrated Curriculum 3cr ECED-1140*
     PSY-2210 Psychology of Family Relations 3cr ECED-1150
     SPE-1001 Foundations in Special Education 3cr EDUC-1560
     SPE-2276 Eng Lang Learners 3cr EDUC-2040
   • Group II - Take three credits of Math
     (does not include math taken for gen ed) MATH-1140-or*See Gen Ed Chart

B. Major II (After Gate One requirements)
   ELE-3386 Social Studies Methods/Developing Child 3
   ELE-3387 Science/Technology Methods/Dev Child 3
   ELE-3388 Mathematics Methods I: Pre K-1 3
   ELE-3395 Integrating Arts for Developing Child 3
   ELE-4403 Language Arts Methods/Developing Child 3
   ELE-4426 Mathematics Methods II: Grades 2-4 3
   ELE-4435 Literacy Methods II 3
   SPE-3291 High Incidence Disabilities 3
   SPE-3352 Assess/Evidence BehaviorSuprt/Inclusion 3

C. Major III - Extended Field Experience
   ELE-3400 School Experience/professional 3
   ELE-4400 Student Teaching 12
   ELE-4400L Senior Lab: Becoming a professional

Chapter 354 First Gate Requirements:
   • One English composition (3cr) passed in first 48 credits of program.
   • One English literature (3cr) passed in first 48 credits of program.
   • Two college level math courses (6 cr) (not including MA-0090) passed in first 48 credits of program.
   • ED-1102, Foundations of Education
   • Passing scores on all PAPA subtests (Reading, Writing, Math) in first 48 credits of program.
   • A QPA at 48 credits in the program that meets or exceeds the state mandated minimum 3.0 GPA requirement.
   • State required TB, criminal and child abuse record clearances, FBI background check.

Additional requirements apply for eligibility to student teach and to be recommended for certification. Information is available from the Office of Teacher Education.

*Reviewed on student-by-student basis
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